Price Hike Announced For U. Undergraduate Housing

By JOE MURPHY

The University announced Monday that dormitory rent will rise by an average of seven percent per year in the coming academic year. The increase is expected to be $7 per semester for each resident, or about $4 per month. The increase will affect all residence halls and all single rooms.

The increase, which was announced by Vice President and Dean of Students John Riggins, is due to increases in material expenses, labor costs, and other operating costs. The University’s operating costs have increased by 10 percent this year, with increases in material expenses of 15 percent and labor costs of 6 percent.

Riggins said the increase is necessary to maintain the quality of the University’s housing facilities and to ensure that the University can continue to provide a safe and comfortable living environment for its students.

The increase will be effective July 1, and will be applied to all residence hall and single room rates.

The increase is in line with those announced by other universities in the region. The Pennsylvania State University announced a 9 percent increase in dormitory rent for the coming academic year, and the University of Pittsburgh announced a 7 percent increase.

The University’s housing budget for the coming year is $32 million, with $25 million of that going to operating expenses and $7 million to maintenance and repairs.

Riggins said the University is committed to providing a quality living environment for its students, and that the increase is necessary to ensure that the University can continue to meet those needs.

The increase will be announced to all residence hall and single room residents, and will be effective July 1.
JEWISH FREE UNIVERSITY
Courses this week: All About Jewish Education
7:30 in Stittler Hall

Wednesday Judiasm: The Psychologist’s View 7:00 at Penn Hillel
Thursday Legal Status of the American Jew, Jewish Community Center, 7:30 in the Law School Rum. 125

Judaism and Medical Ethics 8:00 in Stittler Hall C-2

Dream and The Deal Author Jeer Mangione asks
Should The Government Start A Cultural Revolution?
In A Lecture! The Free Library of Philadelphia
Tuesday November 19 at 8 p.m.
Central Library Logan Square
Admission Free

Classifieds

Help Wanted
STUDENTS WANTED: To work 6-8 hours per week delivering TUCON. 300 7th Street, 865-4272.

GREEK ADVENTURE Travel and study in Greece, Turkey, Greece. Call 882-1947 for more information.

APARTMENTS

All sizes, all locations. 48th & Chestnut, 865-4252.

Miscellaneous

HELP WANTED: For full or part time work. Call after 6:00 at 874-4044.

EXPANDED TYPEWRITER. $1.25 for 1000 words.

TEMPLE OF COSMIC RELIGION PRESENTS
Lectures by Sadegh Atai Kehardavan, Indian Composer & Author
2) Modern Instances of Cosmic Consciousness—Tuesday, Feb. 19th 7:30 P.M.
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church, 30th & Locust Way, Downtown 882-1881.

EXPERIENCE NEEDED! TYPEWRITERS! 48TH & CHESTNUT

GOURMET COOKS WANTED. Islands Young men and women, both married and single.

TYPING AND SECRETARY SERVICE: COMPUTERS, TAPE DECKS: TYPING, ACCOUNTING, OFFICE MACHINES: 48TH & CHESTNUT

Original Prints

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. Available Now
42nd and Pine. Furnished or Unfurnished
Call: University Housing Office, E. 2-3184

The Daily Pennsylvania

Pa. Election Opens
(Closed caption from page 1)

The election last year on both the Democratic and Republican sides has been something of a challenge for those who take a relatively uninvolved position in the ongoing political process. Many people feel that the current political climate is one in which the crucial issues are being ignored or left unaddressed. In this climate, the election may serve as a means of bringing attention to the issues and encouraging people to become more involved in the political process. The election will take place in November, and there are several candidates running for various offices, including governor and senator. The candidates will be discussing a wide range of issues, including education, healthcare, and the economy. It is important for people to vote in the election, as their voices are needed to ensure that their views are heard. The election will be held on the same day as the mid-term elections, and it is estimated that there will be a large turnout of voters. The candidates will be making appearances in various locations, including on television and radio, in order to reach as many people as possible. It is important for people to stay informed and to make educated decisions when voting. The election will be a significant event, and it is hoped that it will result in a more participatory and informed electorate.
Students Feel Pressures But No Grade Competition

BY ROBIN DANZIGKR

University students planning to enter the legal and medical professions seem to feel a certain amount of pressure, but not the tough competition for grades rumored to exist in these fields. Due to rightourse requirements, pre-meds seem to be having a rougher existence in these fields.

"Competition is a worst thing," one pre-professional student said last week. "It makes you establish a ethic, work hard, and accomplish...making you acquiring some professional qualities..." Junior Tom Dave commented that "work in chemistry is definitely harder than in any other department...it may even make you get a bad home." However, one junior said, "I can't really say I am better at chemistry...it is one of those things which are more theoretical rather than pre-med difficulties." Feb. 3 cartoon) is like everyone in my junior chemistry class." Still, student Tom Dove commented that "if you're not interested in the work, then it is not as important." Students seem to believe that the major cause of student anxiety is the concern about grades, the competition for grades rumored to exist in these fields.

"I am not sure if the grades are so important," said one student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..." One student noted that grades should be treated in the same way as any other test. "If you worked hard, you added, then medical, dental, and veterinary schools are aware of that and still not make an offer...I am not sure if the grades are so important," said another student. "I know some students who are 'grade-conscious',...but I am not one of them." Another student said, "I don't think grades really tell anything about a person..."
Statement on the Ball

Kirschner Spurrier's Letters False Charge

A recent letter to the Editor, an "unnecessary source in the An- nenberg Center," charges that unless overwhelming support for student activities is given in the center, the Center Management will refuse to allow them to use the facilities. Nothing could be further from the truth.

The frequent giving power of an attraction has no bearing whatsoever on the availability of space in the Annenberg Center. Neither have the Center Management nor the students been asked to define that word; we have got to face the apparent reality; and since many sexually-frustrated individuals in our community are in need of escape from the daily pressures of life, it appears that they are at mass demonstrations. At least two demonstrations have been held in the past. The College is concerned about the political and social implications of it, and would like to be a part of this brave young miss. I'm becoming curious as to why the room looked so strange at first.

The material of our music, we are taking, the students these days have been, and will be, performing original musical arts to speak of the true, which is the direction of the lives of the students. I have noticed something highly unusual—a place to escape civilization, a place where we could sit and think, and dream of the startling majesty of estate circulars.

A Day in the Life

The State of Black Music

By Gerald Early

Frank Zappa's 1974 hit single is suggested for Black History Month, should be...
Israel Preparates for Suez Withdrawal

Theft of the last bridge to the Suez Canal is expected

In the area of security, tension is rising.

USSR: the situation is tense, but we do not expect an" war." There are indications that thousands of their

forces could be deployed in the area.

But the situation is tense, and we are ready to

respond immediately to any provocation.

Thieves' New Cabinet

Strikes for Efficiency

In an address to the new cabinet, Prime Minister

Thieves' Cabinet, the new prime minister, said:

"We have a new cabinet. It is efficient. It is
tough. It is strong. It is determined to

make Israel the most powerful country in the

world."

Thieves' Cabinet

Heads for Suez

The heads of the new cabinet are expected to

head to Suez in the coming days to discuss

the situation there.

They have been meeting with various officials

in the area, including the Egyptian president.

Solzhenitsyn

Continued from page 1
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Pucksters Suffer Humiliating 0-1 Defeat against Vermont

By EDMUNDS

Only 10 people came to Class of '29 Rink for last night's Penn-Vermont game. Those who entered the arena were more interested in the spectators than the game itself. Behind the glass, the players played for 11 seconds before Edmunds paddled the puck with a 3-foot clip from the left corner. Unfortunately, Vermont scored a point about halfway across the rink and past the reach of the last player. Edmunds, who had been playing on the ice since the 1929-30 season, was tired and her speed diminished. The next time she had the chance to replay the game, Edmunds was forced to return to the rink. In the end, the game resulted in a 1-1 tie, leaving the Vermont fans disappointed and Edmunds' teammates relieved.

Sports

February 11, 1924 Puckster

While the Quakers were able to keep Yale on their heels for the first period, they were unable to carry the momentum forward for the rest of the game. Bill Koch broke the ice for the Catamounts at 1:54 in the first period, giving Vermont a 1-0 lead. However, the Quakers were able to tie the game back up at 2:27 when Ford moved past the Vermont defenders and shot the puck past Coffin to tie the game. Despite a strong effort from the Quakers in the second period, the Vermont defense held strong, and the game ended with Vermont winning 2-1.

PARK A PUCK-FEVER'S Ed Parkinson (66) fires on the net during the third period of last night's 6-4 loss to the Catamounts, in the Class of '38 Rink, as sophomore assistant captain and center (Harwood) looks on. Parkinson scored Penn's only goal in the third period.

Against LaSalle Sub-varsity Today

Weinhauer has done a proficient job of handling the freshmen basketball coach Bob Weinhauer's comments. "I've learned over the years that the way to deal with a player is to be honest and direct. If a player is not meeting expectations, I tell them what they need to do to improve. I think it's important to be clear and direct with players."

The Penn varsity squad (4) had a fairly easy time of it yesterday against a team that consisted of 60% of the Penn varsity squad. Bob Weinhauer, the frosh just might have some future in the coaching profession. "I've seen Bob handle pressure man-to-man defense with the best of them. I think he has what it takes to be a successful coach in the future."

When Weinhauer rose to the challenge, he took it very well. "I just had to put my focus on the game and try to do the best I could. I think I handled the pressure well." Weinhauer also had some words of advice for those who may be facing similar situations in the future. "I think it's important to stay calm and focused. Don't let the pressure get to you. You have to trust in your own abilities and do your best."

Finance

John Doyle, the freshman basketball coach at Penn, has been a key factor in the team's success this season. Doyle has helped mold the team's identity and philosophy into what it is today. "I think we have a great group of players who are working hard and playing well," Doyle said. "We have a strong sense of unity on this team and I think that's what's been driving us to success."

"I think we have a great group of players who are working hard and playing well," Doyle said. "We have a strong sense of unity on this team and I think that's what's been driving us to success."

Witch WestPoint Becomes Eighth Victim Of Unbeaten Penn Squash, 9-0

For the Team

Bob Weinhauer

Growing Up Tough

Johnnie Ivey

13.15-15, the undefeated Quakers bested West Penn, 78-0, at Riggs Squash Court yesterday.

Weinhauer Puts Uses to Techniques Against LaSalle-Salu Sub-varsity Today

By ROB PERLMAN

If you're looking to keep your kids active and engaged, and if basketball isn't your game, then you might want to consider teaching them to fence. A new fencing club has started up recently, and it's proving to be a big hit with the kids in the area. The club is run by a local retired military officer who has been teaching fencing for over 20 years. He has taught hundreds of kids the art of fencing, and has even helped them to win national championships. The club operates on weekends, and is open to kids of all ages and skill levels. Whether you're looking to challenge yourself, or just have fun with a new sport, fencing could be the perfect fit for you.

The kids in the club are taught basic moves, such as the lunge, parry, and riposte, and are encouraged to practice them regularly. The coach is always available to help with any questions or concerns that the kids might have. He is very patient and understanding, and is committed to helping each individual achieve their goals. The kids in the club have already shown a lot of progress, and are looking forward to continued success in the future.

Fencing can be a great way to stay active and improve physical fitness. It also helps to develop mental strength, discipline, and focus. If you're interested in learning more about the fencing club, or would like to sign up for classes, please contact the coach at (555) 555-5555. He would be happy to answer any questions you might have and to discuss your fencing goals.

Santa is coming to town!

The kids in the fencing club are looking forward to Santa's visit to the area. The coach has arranged for Santa to come and visit the kids after their Friday night fencing match. The kids are excited to see Santa and to receive some holiday gifts. They are also looking forward to watching the annual Christmas parade, which will take place the following day.

All in all, the fencing club is a great way for kids to stay active, have fun, and develop valuable life skills. If you're interested in learning more about the club or in signing up for classes, please contact the coach at (555) 555-5555. He would be happy to answer any questions you might have and to discuss your fencing goals.